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1 Practical

• Deadline: Friday November 25 2022, 22h00

• The source code can be found on Blackboard: E commerce v1 UPDATED.zip

• Combine all your files into a single archive (tgz or zip).

2 Context

The basis of Design by Contract is formed by verifiable contracts embedded
in the source code. These contracts force developers to comply with the con-
tracts in an explicit and easy to use way. Most languages were created before
the introduction of Design by Contract, which is why these languages do not
have built-in support for contracts. However, most languages did incorporate
elements from Design by Contract (like assert in Java).

3 Assignment

1. The clients have given us a detailed specification about some of the key
components. Use the specifications listed below to create contracts and
use assert to include these contracts in the source code. Also look at
other classes in the Core package and add appropriate contracts. In some
cases it may be necessary to add helper functions to make the contracts
easier to implement.

2. Write a clear report on what contracts you added and why they are impor-
tant and relevant. Clearly mention which contracts were added to which
files.

3. Only hand in the individual java files to which you have added the con-
tracts. The other files and folders should not be handed in.
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4 Detailed Specifications

4.1 Cart

• A positive amount of an Item may be added to a Cart.

• An Item has to be present in a Cart before you can remove it from the
Cart.

• During removal, the amount of the Item in the Cart is correctly updated.

4.2 Item

• The price of an Item must be non-zero and positive.

4.3 Order

• The Order has the same contents as the Cart that is used to create the
Order.

4.4 Catalog

• Two Items cannot have the exact same name, description and price in the
Catalog.

• The Catalog should be able to filter out the correct categories.
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